
 
 

2020-21 DHS AVTF  
Code and Contract 

 

To students and parents of students accepted as members of Dutchtown Broadcasting:
 

Participation on Dutchtown Broadcasting affords students with more freedom than most other classes. It 
also requires them to take responsibility and exhibit a high degree of maturity and good judgment. As 
members of a group that produces a concrete product that is viewed by both students and adults, those 
accepted into this program can expect to be held to accepted journalistic standards and ethical practices. 

 

As individuals, they are recognized by many as representatives of Dutchtown Broadcasting, whether they 
actually were a producer of a news package or show or not. To show that you fully understand the 
responsibilities of staff membership, please have the following contract read, signed, and dated.  

 

I, ____________________________ (your name), as a member of the school television news 

 

organization, Dutchtown Broadcasting, agree to abide by the following code of conduct.
 

1. I will not take advantage of the freedom given to staff members when leaving class to cover 
assignments and do other work for Dutchtown Broadcasting. I will not use journalistic duties as an excuse 
for playing around outside of class, leaving the building or disturbing other classes.

 

2. I understand the expensive nature of the equipment needed for producing news & video projects for 
Dutchtown Broadcasting and agree to use all equipment carefully and responsibly. I further agree to 
return all borrowed equipment on time in order for that equipment to be available for all other staff.

 

3. I will meet responsibilities and deadlines for assignments and news packages. If I find that it may be 
difficult or impossible to meet a deadline, I will inform the editor and/or advisor at the earliest possible.

 

4. I understand that I am expected to devote time to completing assignments and other production work 
for Dutchtown Broadcasting, just as I expect to do homework for any other class. 

5. I realize that being part of this organization requires some after school time commitment whether it is 
shooting video at an event, or editing a news package or show.  

 



 

 

6. I understand that part of my responsibilities as a member of this class is to participate in fundraisers for
 

7. As a representative of Dutchtown Broadcasting, I agree to abide by the standards of good behavior, 
avoiding rudeness and disrespect to both students and faculty. I realize that the ability of a student press 
organization to cover sensitive issues may be questioned if individual staff members are observed acting 
in a childish or irresponsible manner.  

8. I have read, I understand, and I accept the code and contract. I understand that failure to abide by the 
terms of this contract can lead to my dismissal from Dutchtown Broadcasting. 

 
(Student Signature) _______________________________ 

 
(Parent Signature) ________________________________ 

 
 
Date: _____________________  

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 


